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PRESIDENT’S PIECE 
 

Welcome Everyone,  
Another year has almost come to an end, and I am sure members attending the club-rooms have seen lots 
of happenings. We have had two ModelRails this year to try and make up for not having an Exhibition. 
The first in August was a success from a promoting of the hobby, members coming together and enjoying 
a day of running layouts at the club-rooms. As well it was a financial success, a few extra funds into our 
coffers. The second ModelRail which was held the first Sunday in December was a success from the point 
of view of getting members together at the club-rooms for a day and run trains. We tried our best to 
promote the hobby and ModelRail. For what ever reason the public did not turn up, so therefore Modelrail 
was not a success from a financial point of view or from the public turning up. We tried to put our best 
foot forward with no success. So, the Model Railway Exhibition will remain our focus each year to 
promote the hobby and our club.  
I would like to wish ALL our members and friends a Merry Festive Season and a Prosperous New Year. 
The Annual General Meeting 2021 was held on Saturday the 27th of November. I thank all the members 
who participated by either being at the meeting if they could or sending in a proxy form so their views 
would be voiced at the meeting. At the AGM there were two elections, one for the Secretary’s position and 
for the Five positions as committee people. The full list of the current Committee of Management is in this 
edition of Branchline. There you can see who the winners were of both elections. I would like to thank the 
past Committee of Management for their efforts and welcome the current committee. I have had 
commitments from all on the committee that they will do their best to keep this club going and improve 
things where possible. 
Those who have attended the club-rooms will see that despite extra time allowed unfortunately our kitchen 
renovations have not been completed, but they will be soon.  
Please do your best to keep the area clean and tidy. 
At the CoM’s first meeting in December there were a number of things discussed. One item which our 
Treasurer Beth Hewitt mentioned at the AGM in her address was that we spending money too fast. To 
address this the committee will be reviewing our spending and will be asking for some restraint so our 
funds are used for the best results for the club and its members. When changes are made, these will be put 
in Branchline so members are aware of the changes. 
With regards to the 2022 Model railway Exhibition in this Branchline there is an “Expression of Interest” 
article so members who wish to exhibit can do so. Please consider exhibiting as it is a great chance to 
show off the hobby and what our members do. 
At the 2021 General Meeting there was a resolution from the members to ask the CoM to review the 
official start time for Saturday Meetings. The CoM had a good discussion about the start time and has 
decided for a six-month trial on changing the official Start time on Saturdays to 1200 from the 1st of 
January 2022. 
It was with much sadness that we farewelled one of the “Larger than Life” members of our club, Murray 
Hartzer. Murray was always there to help or give advice. He will be missed. 
I would like to wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New year to ALL our members from the Committee 
of Management.  
May you have a chance to stay on the right track and keep Model Railways as part of your life.  
 
Regards, 
John Maker 
(President AMRA WA) 
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SCRIBE’S QUILL 

 

Greetings, 

Here we are almost at the end of 2021. It has been an interesting year to say the least! 

We have achieved much but there are still more yet to be achieved.  

One of the things that is a bonus and will be a definite advantage to the club is the new kitchen.  

It has been a fairly long process but we got there eventually.  It is a safer and nicer look for the Club and I 

feel worth the effort.  

We have had our AGM and GM for 2021 and we are lucky to have two new Committee Members of good 

repute join us and I would like to welcome them. Not to forget the returning Committee Members who 

work hard on the members behalf. 

Hopefully we will achieve much more in the New Year.  

Model Rail was held on the 5th December and it went moderately well.  However I think the heat and the 

fact that there was a lot of other things on and the Xmas Pageant had been on the night before probably 

reduced numbers somewhat.  Perhaps next year with the Exhibition (hopefully) going ahead we will revert 

to our previous arrangement and have Model Rail only the once and maybe a bit earlier.  

We need to advertise widely and although we had a shared Radio Advertisement with Maylands Model 

Railways, I believe there was little or no presence on Social Media as was the case for Model Rail One. I 

had a visitor come to me and make the complaint  that she couldn’t find it anywhere on the net, and the 

times were not in the advertisement on radio. Luckily for her word of mouth was the saving grace! 

In this day and age social media is all important as most younger people don’t listen to the radio as much 

as they access social media. 

The layouts around the Club are coming along nicely with East Guildford progressing well.  

The guys are working on the scenery for Ebford Regis and Medley is in it’s final stages with little left to 

do for the time being. Valentine is looking nice and it is a credit to the guys.  Malcolm Taylor’s layout is 

attached as an extension at present, however he has decided to sell it rather than take it back to his home.  

So watch out for his For Sale Sign on the layout.  

His layout is very detailed and is a very nice piece of work.   

 

Lynn Nicholls 

Branchline Editor 

Secretary/Registrar 

Member No. 8117 

AMRA WA 

 

XMAS TRAIN 
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Vale 

Murray Hartzer  

Hi Everyone at AMRA WA, my name is Paul Tranter and it is my 

privilege to give this Vale about Murray or “Muzzer” as his friends 

knew him at the Australian Model Railway Association. Murray joined 

our club over twenty years ago.  Initially his personality and his 

professional background as a boilermaker working on heavy 

earthmoving equipment and preference for big tools seemed to at odds 

with someone having the necessary fine motor skills and interest needed 

to make accurate scale models.   

But there is no doubt that Murray had the necessary skills and interest 

in spades. Furthermore, his professional knowledge enabled him to 

sequence tasks for quick and efficient completion. 

His ability to fabricate metal items to a high degree of accuracy was 

quickly demonstrated and marvelled at, given Murray’s large hands and his preference to use equally large 

tools. However, there was much more to Murray than his large frame.  He was a person who displayed 

courage in facing many tragic issues in his life.  Murray and I often travelled by car together and I can say 

he never complained about the card’s life dealt him, nor did he ever criticize people behind their back.  

Like all of us, Murray was not perfect, but you could always depend on Murray to do his best. 

Murray’s first model project was to scratch build a scale model of a WAGR “V” Class steam locomotive 

in brass.  Now the V class loco, is a complicated model and considered to be the ultimate challenge yet 

Murray completed the model with skill and attention to fine detail. 

Murray was the first to complete such a model. 

Murray’s love of Parkerville and his enthusiasm for the hobby resulted in him building a model of the 

Parkerville station and surrounding areas, as he remembered from his younger days.  Construction of the 

Parkerville layout commenced with a delivery of timber to Graham Watson’s front lawn. Murray fired 

with his usual enthusiasm and aided by club members progressively built the Parkerville layout section by 

section under Graham’s carport. 

When completed the Parkerville layout was in excess of nine metres in length and required a truck when it 

was moved.  Parkerville was displayed five times at the annual model railway exhibition at the Claremont 

Show grounds and won “Best in Show” twice.  The Parkerville layout holds many happy memories for us 

club members and is a wonderful testament to Murray and his achievements.   

The annual exhibitions were a highlight for Murray.  He was the first to ask the question:  

What are we going to show next year?  It was a subject that he would doggedly pursue until the matter was 

settled!   

When setting up for the annual exhibition, we remember how Murray’s strong hands and large G clamps 

would make any defiant piece of timber or equipment fit into its allotted location. 

Murray was a continuous contributor to our club.  He could always be depended upon to display items at 

monthly meetings. 

Murray also spent several years on the club management committee. 

At the time of his death, Murray was the construction co-ordinator for the club’s latest exhibition layout 

“East Guildford”.  It is intended that this layout will be displayed at the Model Railway Exhibition in June 

2022.  I am sure that when complete, the East Guildford layout will be a fitting legacy to Murray, his 

enthusiasm, skills and commitment to the club.   

Murray had to deal with some pretty tough issues in his life.  But he always managed to maintain a 

positive attitude.  He remained committed to our club until his failing health curtailed his activities. 
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Brendan and Molly, you can be proud of your father’s achievements in his chosen hobby. Be assured that 

with the passing of years our club will cherish the memory of your father and his contributions to  our 

model railway club. 

Written by: Paul Tranter, Garry Pilmoor & Graham Watson.   

MURRAY INSPECTING  

EAST GUILDFORD 2021 
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Murray Hartzer and the Pm Bogie Dramas 

 
My first memory of Murray was when he held a guards van in mid-air at an S scale meeting by the running 

boards and they didn’t break. Plastic would have. That’s why I like brass he said. I was impressed. 

A few years ago Murray asked me if I would build his Pm kit as he was having difficulty with his eye sight 

and fine movements with his hands. As he was unable to work and the medical bills were rising I elected 

not to charge for my work but instead received an old slot car set. A bad deal I hear you say, well read on. 

I had just finished my own Pm and it went together well. So on with the construction. At this stage I must 

say that due to the circumstances I decided to refine all stages of the build and use it as a benchmark to 

judge my following builds on.  

Everything went smoothly and I incorporated everything I have learnt from other members of the S scale 

group added to a few of my own methods. For some years I have made all my guards vans and loco 

tenders with removable floors to access the inside. This has now spread to carriages also as I have Bank 

Inspectors wagon that now has a loose figure inside after about ten years use. One day he just fell of his 

seat! This was my last model with all glue construction. 

Murray’s tender has room for a speaker and plenty of holes to let out the sound out if needed. I can’t 

remember if I added extra pickups but that is another of my “improvements” that I add. Where 

components are joined using fasteners the holes are drilled and tapped, I have never stripped a thread in 

urethane by the way, always feeling up a set screw rather than just tightening things like there was no 

tomorrow, that came from working with my father as a boy. 

After a year of building, the loco was finally finished and a date was set for delivery. I duly arrived at the 

club and Murray had a newly acquired set of carriages ready for test. I placed the Pm on Swan View and 

coupled up. There was some wheel slip, not enough weight, but all went well until it left the fiddle yard 

and tried to negotiate the turn, disaster. It would not pull a train of admittedly heavy carriages round that 

curve without falling over. Not just derailing like some locos might but it just wanted to lie down in the 

ballast. EVERY TIME! The heavy load meant that we had to use heaps of throttle to keep up enough 

momentum, but to fall off the track in the same place every time. If Murray wasn’t happy I can assure you 

neither was I. I told Murray I would fix the problems and promptly took the loco home to take up 

residence on the bench where it seemed happier. 

 Murray didn’t say much on the day but the next morning the phone rang and it was Murray. I’ve been 

thinking he said, and the discussion that followed was a learning moment if ever there was one. 

Go back to the pivots; check that the holes are drilled true? I think Trevor spotted one wheel lifting off the 

track as it entered the corner. If that is ok, check that the pivots are free to rotate without being too loose?  

If all of that is OK and the Back to Backs are correct it might be where weight is positioned on the bogie. 

You have got some weight or a spring to keep some down force on the bogie haven’t you said Murray? 

Try everything Doug, he said in his usual way. 

As I walked to the bench I kept thinking, why does this one loco object to corners when my own loco 

gallops round at any speed? After all I built them exactly the same. Maybe it was the weight of the train?  

After some checking and measuring, adding weight to the bogie and packing the body with as much lead 

as would fit in there was an improvement.  

Both parties were happy. 

I will always value that conversation.  

RIP Murray. 

Doug Firth 7086. 
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Any member wanting to submit a letter to the Editor may do so.  

Every effort will be made to include members letters provided that they are kept fairly brief and are not 

in any way inflammatory or derogatory. 

The Editor reserves the right to edit any undesirable comments. 

Editor’s Notes 

BLASTPIPE 

May I take this opportunity to publicly thank the AMRA WA Inc. committee for elevating me to 

Honorary Life Membership, something I neglected to do at the AGM.  I was literally rendered speechless 

when the announcement was made, it was a bolt from the blue!  I now fully realise that, as an HLM,  it 

will be encumbent on me to grumble every time I fumble for $2 to put into the slot at the weekly 

meetings. 

Regards 

John Martin 

 

President John Maker 

 Presenting John Martin with his HLM 
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DANIEL SIMMONS   

WINNER OF MODEL RAIL DIORAMA COMPETITION 

 RECEIVING HIS PRIZE 
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 2022 MODEL RAIL EXHIBITION 
 

Expression of Interest are called for the 2022 Model Rail Exhibition on June 4 to 6, 2022 at the Claremont 

Showgrounds. 

Anyone wishing to enter a layout, diorama, traders stall or kindred display please contact Ron Romero via 

email and an “Expression of Interest” form will be forwarded to you. 

Further information in regards to the operation of the Exhibition will then be forwarded to you after 

receiving the return of the Expression of Interest form. 

 

If you wish to find out more about the Exhibition don’t hesitate to contact either the Exhibition Manager, 

John Maker, or Ron Romero at either of the email addresses below.  

 

John Maker                                                                    Ron Romero 

Member number 5625                                                     Member number 6827 

Exhibition Manager                                                        Exhibition Co-ordinator 

Australian Model Railways Association WA Inc    Australian Model Railway Association WA Inc 

amra.wa.exhibition.manager@iinet.net.au   amra.wa.exhibition.coordinator@iinet.net.au 

Mobile: 0417941553                                                    Mobile: 0419857941 
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IMPORTANT! 

PLEASE READ AND NOTE THE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW  

THANK YOU. 
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Interested in Model Railway Operation? 

There are a group of Model Railway enthusiasts who are interested in Model Railway Operation. If you 

are also interested, then there is a group you can participate in 

towards this goal. 

There is a planet out there that is flat and is requiring a Model 

Railway to move freight from locations to other locations and 

requires people interested in getting this to happen. It is a flat 

world, as it should be and will require many different industries to  

be connected to their 

suppliers and customers 

via rail. The main theme is 

Operation. The railway 

layout will be focused on operation. No particular era or location. 

The general scenery will most likely be predominantly Earth, 

European in look. 

If you are interested contact John Maker 

(johnmaker@westnet.com.au). 
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FOR SALE 

Contact Ian Wilson direct on:  
0407 778 430 
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CALENDAR!! 
MEETING INFORMATION 

24thDecember 2021 - 1st February 2022 

TUESDAY 28 DEC 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities 

THURSDAY 30 DEC  1000 - 1500 General Club Activities 

FRIDAY 31 DEC 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

SATURDAY 1 JAN 1200 - 1700 General Club Activities NEW YEAR’S DAY. 

MONDAY 3 JAN 2000 - 2200 
FIRST MONDAY OF MONTH: What did you get for 

Xmas? 

TUESDAY 4 JAN 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities 

THURSDAY 6 JAN 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities 

FRIDAY 7 JAN 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

SATURDAY 8 JAN 1200 - 1700 General Club Activities 

MONDAY 10 JAN 2000 - 2200 S SCALE MEETING  

TUESDAY 11 JAN 
1000 - 1500 

1500 - 1700 

General Club Activities  

Large Scale Meeting  

THURSDAY 13 JAN 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities + CoM Meeting 1900 

FRIDAY 14 JAN 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

SATURDAY 15 JAN 1200 - 1700 General Club Activities 

TUESDAY 18 JAN 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities 

THURSDAY 20 JAN 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities 

FRIDAY 21 JAN 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

SATURDAY 22 JAN 1200 - 1700 General Club Activities 

TUESDAY 25 JAN 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities  

THURSDAY 27 JAN 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities 

FRIDAY 28 JAN 1900 - 2200 
General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

S Scale Running Night  

SATURDAY 29 JAN 
1200 - 1700  

1700 -  

General Club Activities  

CLUB BBQ  

TUESDAY 1 FEB 1000 - 1700 General Club Activities 
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AMRA WA Programme of Events 

Where we meet and when 

All meetings, unless otherwise stated, are held in the Clubrooms at 

24 Moojebing Street, BAYSWATER (opposite Paddington Street). 

Tuesday and Thursday Meeting: From 1000 to 1500 

Friday Evening Meeting: From 1900 to 2200 

For a Trial Period starting on Jan 1 2022. 

For six Months. 

Afternoon Meeting on Saturday: From 1200 to 1700 

The Clubrooms are CLOSED on Good Friday, Christmas Day and over the period of 

the Annual Model Railway Exhibition on the June Long Weekend. 

The Management Committee may decide on other closures and openings as warranted by circumstances.  

The entry fee for members on every attendance at the Clubrooms is $2 which goes towards the general 

operating expenses of the facilities. Payment by gold coin is requested. 

Members and invited guests are welcome to a free hot drink at meetings. 

Cold drinks are available at a modest price. 
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Railway Electrics 21 Update  

Prototype Bluetooth Wireless Train Controller for DC Locomotives $51.00 

 

I have been known from time to time to surf the internet to look for model train videos and electronic 

articles that peek my interest and being an avid user of the Bang good and AliExpress supply sites and the 

fact that I have purchased a lot of electronic control boards both from Aptronics and Bang good that I have 

used in many of my projects. It was on one of my Bang good fishing trips when I came across the L298N 

Dual H Bridge Stepper Motor Driver Board because one of my future projects was to be a cheap 

(Cheapish) turntable.  It was with this in mind that I formulated the idea of a stepper motor controlled by 

an Arduino and that was controlled via my Pad or Phone. 

And like most good ideas in my mind, it disappeared when I found a Russian YouTube site 

about controlling a model train via an Arduino and a L298N stepper motor controller. 

The only problem (As well as not speaking or reading Russian) was that the circuit used a propriety URB - 

Arduino I2C Networking circuit board that only appears to be available in Russia (So bit of a problem 

without an introduction letter from Mr Putin). 

But watching the video’s I realised that the circuit could be stripped to its bare essentials and did not need 

all the extra integrated chips. We were not controlling turnouts or signals. So trolling through lots of his 

videos I found the basic design drawings. So all I had to do was modify and strip down the circuit and add 

a 5 Volt regulator to feed the Arduino UNO. And I built the Bluetooth demonstration board and showed it 

to members of the club to a mixed reception and that was because most members I spoke to did not feel 

comfortable ordering from overseas (China) and having to pay upfront and wait about 30 days for the parts 

to arrive, but lots of things have moved on in two years and although overseas prices are still cheaper 

Aptronics now stock all the parts required to build the unit at more than realistic prices, so this time I 

choose to source all my parts from them and in the next few pages I hope to show you how to build your 

own Bluetooth DC controller. 

Having built the original demonstration prototype controller on a piece of plywood I then needed to 

program the Arduino UNO Controller Chip with its software and this software is called a sketch. I had 

programmed an Arduino before and was familiar with the program language but this was a whole new 

game as it was the longest sketch I had ever wrote only to find that the sketch software was already written 

on Steve Musiker site that needed no modifications to make the Bluetooth controller bullet proof and you 

can get from the site shown here. https://www.arduinorailwaycontrol.com/sketches/start_uno_nano.txt 

And Steve will allow you to download it for free but you then have to save it in Microsoft Notepad 

because you will need to copy it into the Arduino IDE software on your computer and then via a USB 

cable from the computer it can be uploaded into the Arduino UNO.  

You can get the IDE software from the Arduino site -HTTP://www.arduino.cc/en/software you can also 

download the instructions for installation on your computer. All that now is required is the Android 

application for your Pad or Phone and this was at.  

https://apkcombo.com/arduino-train-demo/arduinorailwaycontrol.arduinotrainexhibition/ demo/download/

apk  

And is called Arduino train demo app and shown below is the basic circuit diagram for the Bluetooth 

controller 
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All that is required is the Android application for your Pad or Phone and this was available at the time 

from Google Play Store online but it is no longer listed there because of a falling out between Steve and 

Google over the ongoing cost to keep their site going (really Google) but you can still get other apps from 

Google and there are hundreds to choose from. 

But the one I chose was Arduino Junior Lite from Steve’s own site because it was free but it did not have 

all the bells and whistles that some of the other apps have and that’s because, they want $30 -$60 dollars 

for the full Monty apps. However I must remind you that a commercial Bluetooth Train controller is in the 

order of $250.00 to $300.00 price range. 

So can we now do better? Yes we can. 

For a small amount of money you can use the full potential of the motor driver module I298N because it 

has two channels. You can run two tracks from the same module at 1 Amp per track at 12 volts DC or one 

track at 2 Amps 12 Volts DC if the two outputs are combined. I have both software for the single and 

double track (Sketch) and it can be obtained from me or if the committee allows me to place it on the clubs 

computer you can take your own copy on a USB memory stick because it is classed as freeware. 

So where do we go from here? Well a nice box with some flashing lights on to keep everyone amused 

while we are waiting for our next COVID-19 Lock Down and that should finish it off!The circuit for the 

twin track controller is shown below  

The circuit above is for the twin track version of the Bluetooth DC controller which uses the Funduino Pro 
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Mini instead of the Funduino Uno R3 board* but I will not go into details about this twin track version 

here because of space constraints but the circuit diagrams are available from Steve Massikker Russian site 

which is now also available in English at HTTP://arduinorailwaycontrol.com/ 

This is also a modified version of Steve’s circuit diagram with the inclusion of a Altronics voltage 

regulator so that there is no need for two plug packs or a connection to a computer. 

The one I used was the Altronics M8936D 12V DC 2A Appliance Power Supply Adaptor @ $24.00. This 

of course is our discount price. 

Remember, you do get discount on items purchased from Altronics if you show them your current club 

membership card and the prices below reflect that discount.  

Below is the prototype board I built the original unit on.  

Seen Below is the Modules in the case. 
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 And below we see the finished and the free unit as well as the Arduino train demo software application 

from https://apkcombo.com/arduino-train-demo/arduinorailwaycontrol.arduinotrainexhibition/ demo/

download/apk 

To remind you again the sketch for the Arduino is available from Steve’s site  

HTTP://arduinorailwaycontrol.com/ so you can see where the hobby is going, it’s just a bit of a change 

from the 50 year old H&M Duette. 

 Listed below are the parts that are required to build the Prototype Bluetooth Wireless Train Controller 

Version No1.2 

Z6442 L298N Dual Motor Module for Arduino @ $15.00 # 

XC4510 HC-06 Wireless Bluetooth Transceiver RF Main Module available from Jaycars* @ $8.97“Note” 

Altronics also have this part but it is older and more expensive. 

Z6334 DC-DC Buck Module 3-40V In / 1.5-35V Out @ $5.50# 

Z6240 Funduino Uno R3 Arduino Compatible Development Board @ $20.90*# 

Z6222A Funduino Pro Mini 328 5V/16MHz @ $13.00 *# only for the twin track version 

Arduino Sketch Software (free) this is the software that runs the project 
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Android Train Controller App (free) 

# Only a Nano or a UNO is needed for this Project both are Available from Altronics 

Total Project Price $51.00 

Yes that’s correct; the total build price for the project was $51.00 Australian Dollars. 

But no items were sourced from China and most of the Items can be obtained from Altronics or one item 

from Jaycars so this could be a summer project. If you are thinking of building the controller and are 

unsure of what you need to do then contact me at the club or at smartbyt@iinet.net.au 

Stay Safe,  Bill Pickering Member 8153 

OOPS!!! 
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S Scale Special Interest Group 

 

Thirty three AMRA WA members and visitors turned out for the final meeting of the S scale Special Interest Group 

for 2021. It was also the 383rd meeting since formal S scale SIG meetings began at the AMRA club-rooms in 

Moojebing St Bayswater WA in January 1990. 

Graham Watson opened the meeting at precisely 8.05pm and wished everyone the best for the festive season and for 

the impending New Year. Graham welcomed everyone including Ben Rudd, Greg Aitken, Don Moir and Ray 

Cooper as well as AMRA WA President John Maker. Apologies were received from Mark Taylor, Alex Kruger and 

Bob Pearce who all had work commitments. 

It was Graham’s sombre duty to announce the sad and recent passing of Murray Hartzer after a long period of 

illness. Murray was a long-time AMRA WA S scale SIG member and friend of many of us in the Group.  

Murray was a larger-than-life figure who made a considerable contribution to AMRA and to the S scale Group over 

more than 25 years. Graham reminded members that the memorial service for Murray would be held on the 

following day, Tuesday, December 14 at 10.30am at the Purslowe Funeral Chapel in Midland. 

Members were once again promised an interesting meeting agenda which would include a short, General Bring and 

Show as well as a slide show of the Parkerville Exhibition Model Railway layout in memory of Murray Hartzer’s no 

small contribution to the hobby and the AMRA WA S scale SIG. 

The evening was planned to culminate in the traditional Christmas festive cheer, courtesy of the AMRA committee 

and organised once again by Trevor Burke who was honorary Duty Officer for the evening. Thanks must go to 

Trevor for again organising the refreshments on behalf of the Committee. 

John Maker reported on the mixed results of Model Rail 2 in saying that the event was well supported by the 

members but attendance by the public was disappointing. 

Hopefully we will hold a full Exhibition in June 2022 and there will be no need for a second Model Rail at the club-

rooms as there appears to be a demand for only one per year.  

Speaking in his role as editor of the ASnM Magazine John advised that there was a glitch in his email address on the 

recently distributed Subscription form which has now been corrected and is now “johnmaker@westnet.com.au”. 

Stuart Mackay informed the members that we are planning to have a Display and Demonstration Desk at the 2022 

AMRA WA Model Railway Exhibition in June. 

Stuart has sent the paperwork to Ron Romero, the Exhibition Coordinator including a reminder that we would like to 

be in close location to the East Guildford layout. Greg Aitken advised that he has also been in contact with Ron and 

has advised him of the entry and space requirements for the East Guilford layout. 

Ally Kelly advised members that the WA S Scale Blog has been updated and now includes a contribution from Ally 

on Dave Lucetic’s etched brass body and cast chassis as well as a drive mechanism for a Westrail P class DE 

locomotive in S scale. 

Google WA S scale Modellers Blog if you are interested. You will find a nice little update from Ally, right at the 

top, and several photos of Dave’s body models which look very nice. 

Ray Cooper is an indefatigable S scale modeller and owner of the wonderful Yarloop layout. Ray was the first of six 

keen members to show us their latest modelling projects. Ray is currently kit-bashing a model of a shower car from 

Neil Blinco’s West Oz Models stable of kits into a model of AL2 Buffet car which is in preservation at Dwellingup, 

the home of the Hotham Valley Railway. 
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Kieran Wright who drives freight locomotives for a living showed his suitably weathered Railwest model of a 

WAGR ZJ 364 express guard’s van. Kieran, who now lives at Bakers Hill, once owned the actual ZJ vehicle which 

he used as a layout and store-room for his layout and modelling gear on his earlier property at Wooroloo but it no 

longer exists. Suffice it to say Kieran now has a nice model to remember it by. 

Jonathon Majer showed some slides of his home layout and how he has worked hard to minimise the dust in his loft. 

This involves the use of plastic sheeting and the storage of numerous less used models in display cabinets of his own 

making. 

Jonathon’s presentation encouraged some discussion of ways to reduce the ever present dust problem on model 

railway layouts. One solution to reduce the effect of dust on rails is to apply MX3 Inox solution with a cloth which 

helps to clear the dust and maintain electrical conductivity to the wheels of locomotives. There is less need for track 

cleaning rubbers which are likely to remove the Inox solution. The MX3 Inox solution comes in an a spray pack but 

it is advisable to apply it to the rails with a suitable cloth to avoid over-spray on to the scenery. 

Neil Blinco showed his latest modelling project which was a very nice model of an AD class side-door coach which 

has a guard’s compartment. Neil has worked cooperatively with Peter Edwards to make molds and castings of 

Peter’s 3D printed sides, ends and a chassis to provide a basic kit for modellers who are interested in the various eras 

in which they ran. 

Don Moir who is a dedicated and prolific modeller of WAGR steam locomotives in brass showed his terrific model 

of a diminutive A15 steam locomotive. Don said he 

had built a model of A11 in his earlier years of modelling the locomotives of the WAGR but was never really happy 

with it, and the rest is history, as they say. 

Garry Pilmoor who can be an excellent railway modeller when he is not collecting models of HO American locos 

and rolling stock, showed two vehicles he has scratchbuilt for the Douglas Jones timber yard on the East Guildford 

exhibition layout. The vehicles are a mobile crane and a pallet-stacker. The models were built from photos obtained 

from the State Library Archives and Garry based them on 1:64 scale tractors. 

The bodies are made in styrene. Garry hopes to build a fork-lift which was the third works vehicle used in the timber 

yard. The vehicles are wonderful little scratch-built models which will enhance the detail of the Douglas Jones 

timber yard on the East Guildford layout. It is more than likely the vehicles will be painted in shades of grey but that 

is a decision yet to be made as the only source available to use to construct the models were the three monochrome 

photographs. 
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Following the general “Bring and Show” the Members present were treated to a nostalgic viewing of the late Murray 

Hartzer’s Parkerville layout which Murray exhibited at five exhibitions over a period of fifteen years between 1998 

and 2012. 

There were some great photos of Murray and his S scale friends building the layout and running it as well as a video 

produced by Simon Mead, of the layout showing a range of S scale locomotives such as a W and Murray’s V class 

locomotive hauling goods trains, a UT hauling a suburban passenger train and a very nice scratch-built Australian 

Standard Garrett built by the late Alan Howe. 

A fine photo of Murray operating the Swan View layout. - Bill Gray 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A view of Murray’s Parkerville layout 

at one of the AMRA WA Exhibitions. 

- Bill Gray 
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Graham Watson, Stuart Mackay and Lynton Englund, clearly captivated by the Models on display 

 

Doug firth, Roger Palmer, Greg Aitken, Roger Jenkins and Peter Edwards admiring the models  

 

Thanks to Graham for the idea of making the meeting a fond tribute for Murray Hartzler. Thanks to those members 

who brought projects to show and thanks to Bill Gray for providing all the photos of Murray and friends. Thankyou 

also to Simon for bringing and showing the slides and the video of Parkerville, and a very big thankyou to Trevor 

Burke for organising the refreshments which were greatly appreciated by the members. 

This was a both a sad and enjoyable meeting and one which will probably stay in our memories for a long time. We 

hope to see you all (who are able to make it) on Monday 10th January for the first meeting of the AMRA WA S 

Scale SIG in 2022. 

The AMRA WA S scale Special interest Group meets on the second Monday of every month without fail. The doors 

open at 7.30pm and the formal part of the meeting begins at 8.05pm, at the AMRA WA clubrooms, 24 Mooseling St 

Bayswater. Visitors are always welcome. 

 


